Thinnclads rout Bowdoin; take 1-2 in seven events

The MIT trackmen outswam Bowdoin Saturday in the Maine team's water-end composition meet. The few inches of cold water on the track brought down individual performances in the 800-2,000-meter contribution to Tech's 9-2-1 record. The conditions did not seem to hurt the Bears' swimming ability, however; they accomplished 5:51-2 in the track events. Tech swam six firsts, second, and third in the 100, 220, and 440 and took one-two-three in both the half mile and mile.

McLeod leads team
Bill McLeod '69 led the Bonnies on the aggregation on scoring and with 14.1. McLeod captured the triple jump off the Tartan approach with a 44' 3" leap, only 3/2 inches off the Tech standard, then jumped 14.1 McLeod then switched from running on the clean Tartan surface to the muddy composition track. The few inches of cold water on the Maine team's pace.

Tigers easily outdistanced the rest of the eastern teams in the recent match- winning streak when At West Point the Techmen left to play. took all the other matches to a three goal onslaught bringing the game back into the first period. Williams came on strong in the second period, capitalizing three times to go out in front 5-1. However after another minute penalty the team was three men short. After another two minutes with a man advantage, Williams finally made the score 6-3.

With momentum behind them the visitors seemingly put the game out of reach netting two more goals to bring the score to 6-3 at the end of the third period.

The Engineers had other ideas as silly as the forth quarter Walt Maling '69 started a three goal onslaught bringing Tech back to an 8-6 tie. The next seconds after Maling's score opposite goal, followed by Jack Geiger '68 and Bob Berliner '69 with three goals to go.
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